Jakarta EE Marketing Committee Meeting - May 31, 2018

Agenda

- Social Media Policy (Continued from last week)
- Steering committee feedback
- EclipseCon France: Meet, Greet and working time for Committee Members - Discussion
- Brainstorm drumbeat focus for the next weeks (esp. technical content, including website)
  - The following topics/milestones were suggested by the Steering Committee:
    - All EE4J (i.e all projects) source contributions published
    - Eclipse GlassFish build
    - Java EE 8 certification of Eclipse GlassFish
    - Jakarta EE 8 certification of Eclipse GlassFish
    - Requirements document for the spec process published for community input
    - TCK contributions published
    - Evolve sources that have been contributed (probably dependent Java EE TM license agreement and spec process)
    - Planned sessions at relevant events (Eclipse Con Europe and Code One)
    - Technical Vision document from the PMC
    - JakartaOne (physical and virtual)
    - Formation of Jakarta champions(?)

Attendees

Marketing Committee members present:
- David Delabassee (Oracle)
- Mike DeNicola (Fujitsu)
- Amelia Eiras (Tomitribe)
- Debbie Hoffman (Payara)
- Amy Krofssik (IBM)
- Cesar Saavedra (Red Hat)

Eclipse Foundation representatives:
- Thabang Mashologu (Eclipse Foundation)
- Paul White (Eclipse Foundation)
- Stephanie Swart (Eclipse Foundation)

Actions:
- Thabang to work with Mike on Jakarta EE announcement at EC France

Discussed:
- Adopted social media policy. Will be version 1.0. Agreed to revisit policy Q3/Q4.
- Reviewed drumbeat suggestions from steering committee.
- Need Jakarta EE announcement at EC France
- Marketing committee meeting for folks at EC France
- No meeting on Thursday, Jun 14